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The large and extensive Willow Ware Establishment of Messrs.

Thurnauer & Zinn deserves more than a passing notice, both

as regards the immense stock of Toys and Willow Ware to be

found in endless variety therein, and also from the fact that their

house in San Francisco is but one of a number of similar houses,

immediately connected, and located in a similar number of the

leading commercial capitals of the States and Europe. They

are composed as follows : Samuel Zinn & Co., Bavaria
; Chas.

Zinn & Co., New York ; Sigtnund Zinn, Victoria ; Joseph Thur-

nauer, Paris ; Zinn & Berolzheimer, Bavaria ; and Thurnauer &
Zinn, San Francisco.

The oldest of these houses is that of Samuel Zinn & Co.,

Bavaria, and was established by Mr. B. Zinn, father of the pres-

ent proprietor, nearly one century ago.

The proprietors of the San Francisco House, after an experi-

ence of fourteen years in conducting their business in the city of

New York, came to San Francisco, and in 1858 established their

business in its present location.

During their intercourse with the public here, as their business

progressed from year to year, Messrs. Thurnauer & Zinn have

acquired a complete and thorough knowledge of the peculiar

wants of this community, as exhibited by them from time to time

in their selections of particular kinds and classes of Goods ; and,

to meet the countless varied demands for articles in their line,

including wares of every conceivable shape into which willow

can be formed, they have increased their facilities and multiplied

their stock accordingly.

We will not attempt to give a list of the innumerable and mul-

tifarious articles, from the full-sized Chairs, Sofas, &c, down to the

Flower Basket and Child's Hobby Horse, or Jenny Lind Work
Table, but refer you, for particulars in detail, to their advertise-

ment on the page opposite ; and, on behalf of the gentlemanly

proprietors, permit us to invite you to call at their establishment

and inspect their beautiful assortment of goods, feeling assured

that you will be both pleased and benefitted thereby.


